notably conciliatory pronouncement in Luxembourg, 5 and a minimalist follow-up by the Cassation. 6 The case also spurred extensive reflection on a recent reform of the French legal system -the 'organic law' of 2009 whereby French courts, once deemed to be no more than 'la bouche de la loi,' 7 can initiate ex-post judicial review and identify possibly unconstitutional statutes. 8 Many aspects of the Melki saga have been duly researched and dissected, with attention both to the primacy of EU law vis-à-vis Member States' constitutions and to the relative roles of various courts and institutions. 9 The law-in-context approach of some scholars has also brought to light the power struggles of notable exponents of the French academe, judiciary, and political scene in connection to the Melki case. 10 And of course the immigration law angle of the story has received due attention.
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Yet coverage of the case remains lacking in two important respects. One is the personal story of Melki and Abdeli -their particular predicament, the circumstances in which they had left their country of origin, and their current immigration status. On this front, the curious reader will remain somewhat dissatisfied, as no record exists concerning their journey before and after their arrest. All that is known is that they had remained under the authorities' radar screen until their encounter with French law enforcement, 12 and that they were probably released within days.
13
Sans papiers generally eschew the limelight, and the lives of Melki and Abdeli -to the best of our knowledge -have so far evaded the public eye. Nonetheless, police records and informal correspondence with Mr. Melki's attorney in Lille have allowed us to collect relevant details. Further information can be gathered by inference, on the basis of data concerning irregular migration of Algerian nationals into France as well as common policing practices in the French administrative division known as Départment du Nord (Number 59). Part II of this chapter sketches the backdrop against which the arrest and the legal representation of the two Algerians took place.
The other aspect of Melki that has yet to receive proper consideration is the triangular framework in which it unfolded. Since its inception, the legal integration of Europe has had important repercussions on French-Algerian relations. Over time, the EU institutional architecture has emerged as a third vertex, besides Paris and Algiers, where old conflicts take new forms and seek new resolutions. Part III recalls some salient episodes in this story of triangulation and links the Melki narrative to larger issues -namely the Union's unresolved relation with its southern neighbors and the haunting legacy of colonial history. The difficulties encountered by Algerian sans papiers in France and the possibility of EU-level redress (the narrow subject of Melki) are only a small part of the picture. The impact of supranational law is larger and more layered when it comes to the EU's external trade and cooperation policies. With regard to Algeria, these policies began to take shape when the country -an integral part of the original EEC -gained independence from France and therefore was excised from the Community. By means of necessarily sketchy illustrations, it will be shown that these policies have often failed to ameliorate Algeria's predicaments, and at times have even hindered its economic progress. The irregular migration of Mr. Melki and many others is most often a function of Algeria's lack of economic diversification and spatial disparity -problems that remain enmeshed in the history and structure of EU-Algeria relations.
II. ALGERIANS IN CUSTODY
Representing Melki and Abdeli
Police checks of the type undergone by Aziz Melki would have been illegal on the majority of French soil, but the contrôle took place less than 20 km from the Belgian border. In such frontier areas, the French Code of Criminal Procedure (Article 78-2(4)) allowed random police controls for reasons of public security. In the back seat of the Citroën the two Algerians, eyes fixed on the odometer, were probably holding their breath and hoping to cover the first 20 km in a heartbeat. The two had entered France irregularly, i.e. without either a passport or a visa. In principle, a person in such circumstances could still receive a three-month permit of residence simply by filing an application with the local Préfecture. But in Départment 59 it seems that most irregular migrants were denied this possibility, and in any case neither Melki nor Abdeli had ever approached a Préfecture. Thus, caught with no documents at all during an ordinary inspection, the two were routinely ordered by the Préfect du Nord into administrative detention and subsequent deportation.
The plot began to thicken when the Préfect's order of March 24, requesting that detention be prolonged for another 15 days, went up for review before the Juge des Libertés in Lille. Luckily for the young Algerians, the pro bono lawyer assigned to the case was not only a business attorney, but also a Maître de Conference at the University of Lille, with experience in EU law and full awareness of the potential of judicial review newly introduced in the French system. For a long time, Attorney Romain Boucq had been upset by what could be characterized as ethnic profiling on the roads and by the arbitrary denial of short-term papiers in Lille. The code provision that authorized arrests in frontier zones, even though substantially upheld by the Conseil Constitutionnel in 1993, 14 had long struck him as contrary to France's Schengen obligations.
But to make such a case within the usual constraints -i.e. to challenge a Préfect's order all the way up to the Cour de Cassation, and only then have the matter referred to the CJEU -would have taken several years of (unpaid) legal work and would have failed to provide the arrested with timely help.
On March 25, 2010, however, things suddenly looked different. The organic law introducing the question prioritaire de constitutionnalité (QPC) in the French system had entered into force earlier that month, 15 providing a shortcut to EU justice. The Court de Cassation, prompted by lower courts, could now immediately ask the Conseil Constitutionnel whether Art. 78-2(4) would conflict with the rights and freedoms of Mr. Boucq's clients. On the merits, the 1993 decision of the Conseil concerning that very same provision might have been an obstacle.
16
But France had since signed the Treaty of Lisbon, duly referred to in Art. 88-I of the Constitution, and perhaps a QPC could now be based on France's constitutional obligation to uphold rights and liberties conferred by EU law. Mr. Boucq outlined this strategy in oral argument, and his clever performance managed to persuade Judge Elizabeth Pierru: Melki's case was transferred to Paris immediately, with a request that the Cour de Cassation send a QPC to the Conseil Constitutionnel.
17
The rest of the judicial story has already been amply discussed in legal literature, and need not be covered here at length. It may suffice to recall that on April 16 the Cour de Cassation, whose president Mr. Lamanda had previously been critical of the QPC reform, 18 opted not to contact the Conseil Constitutionnel. Instead, it sent a two-pronged preliminary reference to the CJEU. One prong had to do with a possible conflict between EU law and Art. 78-2(4) of the French Code of Criminal Procedure (along the lines of Mr. Boucq's theory); the other prong questioned the EU-legality of the new organic law, positing that the procedural constraints of the QPC would interfere with French courts' obligations under TFEU Art. 267.
It is on the prong concerning the organic law that legal scholars have spent much time and ink, and for good reason. The highest French courts engaged in a veritable cross-fire, each putting forth a reading of the reform that would affirm their traditional sphere of influence. 19 The CJEU, in turn, explained under which terms the organic law would remain compatible with 14 18 Lamanda Report cited in C. Richards, supra n. 5. 19 See Dyevre, supra n. 10. supranational judicial duties, and reemphasized the primacy of the preliminary reference procedure over domestic constitutional process while at the same time affirming the compatibility of the French reform with EU law. 20 The result was a chorus of different voices, deemed harmonious by some and dissonant by others, but definitely loud and theatrical. 21 Silenced and overshadowed by such dramatic pronouncements, the journey of Melki and Abdeli went unnoticed. Back in Lille, on March 25 the Juge des Libertés had affirmed the Préfect's order of detention only up to 15 days (i.e. through April 9). This means that long before the Cassation or the CJEU could say anything about their fate, the two Algerians had undoubtedly regained their freedom. Mr. Boucq, however, was careful not to inquire about their situation because, had he known for certain that his clients had been released, the proceedings would have lost urgency and his strategy for representation would have collapsed. When asked about them, he said -truthfully -that he had no news, and nobody -he recalls -questioned him further (Boucq 2014).
Boucq never saw his clients again. He had devoted countless hours of legal work to the case and never received more than 80 Euros per hearing (one in Lille, two in Paris, one in Luxembourg). The CJEU pronouncement made him happy: as he had predicted, the Luxembourg court found Art. 78-2(4) defective as it did not guarantee that, in practice, police controls would be any different from frontier checks. 22 But Boucq would soon be disappointed. Steeped in Parisian quarrels, the Cour de Cassation was only intent on making the point that the Conseil Constitutionnel should not be consulted in this context, and that ordinary courts should remain in charge (alone or with help from Luxembourg) of reviewing French statutes' conformity with EU law. The Cassation therefore simply stated that the Juge des Libertés could decide for herself, based on the CJEU's holding, whether anything contrary to EU law had happened to Melki and Abdeli in Départment 59. 23 As a result, there was no change for the many migrants in Melki's shoes other than, perhaps, a reduction in the rates of daily arrests near Lille. Most importantly, the pattern of the arrests and the attitude of the Lille Préfecture remained virtually unchanged (Boucq 2014).
Melki had nonetheless paved the way for a particular type of advocacy: invoking EU law before the Cassation to unlock the gates of immigrant detention centers. New points of leverage 20 The CJEU made it clear that the QPC was not necessarily in conflict with supranational law, in so far as it would not interfere with all domestic courts' prerogative to send references to Luxembourg and to disapply, if necessary, domestic law. See esp. paras. 52-57 of the judgment. See, critically, Roberto Mastroianni, La Corte di giustizia ed il controllo di costituzionalità: Simmenthal revisited, 4 Giustizia Costituzionale 387 (2014) (noting that the CJEU, in Melki and also in A v B and Others, Case C-112/13 (2014), reduced the once absolute primacy of EU law over national constitutional arrangements). 21 On the musical analogy, see Richards, supra n. 5, borrowing an image used by M. Maduro in Contrapunctual Law: Europe's Constitutional Pluralism in Action. 22 Para. 75 of Melki. 23 "[I]l appartient au juge des libertés et de la détention d'en tirer les conséquences au regard de la régularité de la procédure dont il a été saisi." had also emerged recently. In 2008, for example, the EU had enacted the Return Directive, 24 providing detained immigrants with a number of procedural guarantees, and in 2011 two pronouncements of the CJEU -concerning, respectively, an Algerian national in Italy 25 and an Armenian national in France 26 -had set limits on states' discretion to criminalize illegal entry. The changes in positive law required by the CJEU were less than radical, 27 but the impact of EU law was nonetheless significant, especially considering that the European Court of Human Rights had been deferential to state sovereignty on such matters. 28 Based on these EU law developments, in 2012 attorney Patrice Spinosi agreed to represent the association La Cimade, assisting immigrants in custody, before the French Cassation.
29 A prominent Parisian lawyer with a strong record of public representation, in 2012 Spinosi argued for a "rupture with the idea that immigrants are delinquent," 30 and the Cour listened. 31 The immediate result of these judicial pronouncements was the quick release of many illegally detained Algerians. 32 The century-old practice of subjecting immigrants to criminal sanctions 33 was finally receiving supranational scrutiny, and new solutions would have to be devised. Later that year Interior Minister Valls was able to implement a more systemic reform, aimed, among other things, at decoupling mere entry sans titre from penal consequences. 34 The delicate political equilibrium that made such reforms possible may have found strength in the EU message that Melki and others had recently delivered in Paris. 29 See Pour la Cour de cassation, le séjour irrégulier ne justifie pas la garde à vue, June 6, 2012, available at http://www.liberation.fr/societe/2012/06/06/pour-la-cour-de-cassation-le-sejour-irregulier-ne-justifie-pas-la-garde-avue_824042. 30 Id. inhuman or degrading treatment of the European Convention on Human Rights. 43 In most situations, however, deportation from France finds no obstacle in supranational law.
The plight of Algerian nationals in France is further complicated by the fact that they typically do not qualify for conventional asylum, which applies only to victims of state persecution. Algerians instead tend to fall under a type of subsidiary protection, previously termed "territorial asylum," granted to refugees persecuted not by their state, but by members of civil society in their country of origin. 44 Unsurprisingly, the majority of territorial asylum claimants in France are Algerian. 45 French territorial asylum was granted to individuals whose life or liberty was threatened in their home countries or who were exposed to torture, inhuman or degrading treatment. 46 The former Minister of the Interior Jean-Pierre Chevènement subsequently noted that this form of asylum should be applied "as an emergency humanitarian measure…of limited application…largely discretionary…for exceptional cases…and of limited significance." 47 An amendment also specified that territorial asylum should only be granted "under conditions compatible with the national interest," further expanding the scope of the French government's discretion. 48 In sum, the particular division of powers between the EU and member states in matters of citizenship and migration flows grants France much leeway in its dealings with irregular immigration from Algeria. For some Mediterranean countries the EU has been able to conclude 'mobility partnership' agreements. 50 Such deals enable regular, visa-based immigration into the EU in exchange for third countries' pledge to readmit irregular émigrés upon expulsion from Europe. No EU deal, however, has been reached with Algeria. The supranational points of leverage noted above (prohibition of border controls, Return Directive, and limits on criminalization of irregular entry or stay) remain few and are often more significant in principle than in practice. Thick EU background for Melki is to be found, therefore, not so much in EU immigration law, but rather on those aspects of EU law and policy involving Algeria's overall social, political, and economic performance. Whether Mr. Melki could avoid deportation thanks to clever EU lawyering is the obvious issue, but below the surface lie larger questions.
Migration and Trade Asymmetries
Algeria provides particularly salient illustrations of the EU's relations with North Africa, both because of its early participation in the European integration project and in light of presentday tensions. 51 In the spirit of this edited Volume, the vicissitudes of Mr. Melki -an irregular Algerian migrant fearing deportation to his birthplace -should be seen as an opportunity to investigate the impact of EU law on the former colonies and territories of its Member States, not through broad theoretical overviews, but rather through textured accounts of meaningful legal episodes. Why is Algeria, in spite of its significant resources, still a source of massive emigration? Why is Mr. Melki's difficult journey so painfully resonant for many of his fellow nationals, fleeing Algeria's poverty and unrest? There are, of course, many possible lines of inquiry in response to these questions, but a piece of the puzzle lies -we argue -in the patterns of the EU's trade policies with its neighbors. Trade, in the context of the EU's association agreements, is touted as a tool for bettering the economic and political stability of all partners. 52 Yet, the persistence of social and economic strife even among trade parties endowed with significant wealth calls into question the overall efficacy of the EU's policies and deserves, against the background of seasoned theoretical frameworks, closer investigation.
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Mercantile deals may strike readers as an elliptic object of inquiry. Since the 1960s, the emancipation of formerly colonial economies has been deemed too delicate an enterprise to be left to the simple logic of free trade, and has traditionally been framed as a matter of "development cooperation"-a rapidly evolving blend of tariff preferences, financial assistance, and now rule-of-law and democracy-building programs in favor of struggling nations. 54 Yet the removal of residual barriers to trade in goods and services continues to be a core aspect of EU activity. In many circles, including the European Commission's Directorate General for Trade ("DG Trade"), trade liberalization across the Mediterranean has featured regularly as a goal and is often an established reality. The association agreements linking the EU with North African states all aim at reciprocal market opening as a matter of principle. In an era of generally low trade barriers, such arrangements may seem unremarkable, but they produce, as we shall see, important and at times troubling distributive effects.
The following pages explore some of the legal arrangements that govern the economic interaction between the EU and Algeria, with particular regard to their onset at the start of the integration project. The goal is to situate Mr. Melki's difficult journey within a broader and older EU law story.
III. THE EU'S WORK ON ALGERIA'S PREDICAMENTS: COOPERATION AND TRADE

Algeria's Economy Today: An Overview
The huge risks and sacrifices that so many Algerian migrants face in Europe give us a sense of the misery they leave behind when they embark on their journey of hope. High rates of unemployment, combined with lack of faith in the ruling class, generate massive emigration fluxes. 55 The nature of misery in contemporary Algeria is, however, not obvious. There is a significant discrepancy between the image of a destitute land which migrants eagerly flee and the relatively solid portrait of Algeria that emerges from aggregate data. Algeria is a 'middleincome' country that has managed, since 2005, to refrain from external borrowing. The extra revenue due to high energy prices in the early 2000s allowed the Algerian government to repay its foreign debt and increase its geopolitical importance. According to a recent economic profile, Algeria has the 10th-largest reserves of natural gas in the world and is the sixth-largest gas exporter. It ranks 16th in oil reserves. Strong revenues from hydrocarbon exports have brought Algeria relative macroeconomic stability, with foreign currency reserves approaching $200 billion and a large budget stabilization fund available for tapping. In addition, Algeria's external debt is extremely low at about 2% of GDP. 56 Moreover, the country was notably not shaken by the Arab Spring and has been relatively stable for the past 10 years. 57 Islamic extremists, periodically wreak havoc and slow down the pace of foreign investment, 58 but they remain relatively self-contained and do not derail the country's productive life.
The point is that the wealth generated by hydrocarbons comes with two significant drawbacks: first, it is concentrated in the hands of the country's elite or siphoned off to foreign investors, with no immediate benefits for the Algerian poor; 59 second, it is excessively dependent on world price fluctuation and is therefore subject to sudden contractions. The country's economy continues to be plagued by lack of diversification (with hydrocarbons accounting for 95% of Algerian export earnings) and spatial disparity, i.e. abysmal poverty in rural areas and largely disappointing performance of privately owned business. Virtually all sectors of Algeria's economy, with the exception of oil and gas, still struggle.
The cause of such problems lies, from the perspective of developed countries, in the Algerian government's reluctance to liberalize. Algeria's patterns of state intervention in the economy, expansive fiscal policy, and relatively profligate public spending stand in stark contrast with current recipes for progress. 60 The World Bank's "Doing Business" report of 2013 ranks Algeria 152 nd out of 185 economies, indicating that the Algerian regulatory environment is not hospitable to business, and in particular to small and medium enterprises. is radically at odds with Europe's liberalization mantra, both within the energy sector and across the board of economic activities. 64 To be sure, there are occasional nods to the fact that Algeria's timely reduction of foreign debt sheltered the country from the global financial turmoil of 2008, 65 but more common is a general condemnation of Algeria's economic policies, both towards Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and with regard to domestic enterprises. 66 Against this background, has the EU truly contributed to the betterment of the countryto diversifying its economy, to restructuring its productive sectors, or to raising the standards of its rural life? The answer to this question is mixed. As observed, it is common, in Europe and elsewhere, to blame Algeria for its own troubles, but there is room for considering whether EU policies may have, over time, also tied Algeria to the status quo. The following sections set the Melki story in the larger context of EU-Algeria relations and make the point that the EU, while aiming to alleviate the misery that prompts irregular migration, has at times compounded endogenous Algerian problems.
Cooperation
Ameliorating the economic conditions of the Maghreb, and of Algeria in particular, is a goal dear to the EU polity for reasons that include energy security, the fight against terrorism, humanitarian concerns, and immigration control. The Algerian government is a desirable bulwark against terrorism and irregular migration from the heart of Africa. Europe is thus invested in shoring up its strength and enabling its 'prosperity and stability.' The onset of a policy of 'cooperation' with Algeria was marked by the Cooperation Agreement of 1976 -one in a series of treaties negotiated by the EEC with North-African countries. Cooperation evolved in a network of Euro-Mediterranean deals, 67 in turn shaped by the broad goals of the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) 68 and most recently equipped with an agile operative instrument (ENI). 69 politically "frozen."
77 Thus, the distribution of EU aid in the ENP context sees Algeria at the bottom of the list of recipients. 78 The following critique, directed to the ENP overall, captures particularly well the cooperation impasse between the EU and Algeria:
[R]ather than offering a clear carrot from the outset, under the ENP the EU requires countries to undertake a variety of reforms, and only once reforms have been implemented will the EU consider offering the possibility of some form of deeper relations.
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The carrot and stick game known as conditionality seems to have turned into a chicken and egg problem: Algeria and the EU cannot agree on whether structural reform depends on aid or vice versa. The result is gridlock: the EU places even more emphasis on conditionality ("more for more") and Algeria remains unyielding.
Reluctance revisited
Overall, the EU seems poised to pressure Algeria into opening its markets to competition. For Algeria, however, the fluctuation of prices and the decreased predictability that come from market liberalization are harbingers of serious challenges. A loss of market share is a terrifying prospect for a country whose eggs are in one basket, and Algeria's economy remains entirely dependent on its hydrocarbon reserves. The reasons for this predicament are not exclusively endogenous. The EU-Algeria 2013 Memorandum of Understanding on strategic energy partnership, for instance, further consolidates the narrow range of Algeria's productive activities (oil and gas). 80 The Memorandum does mention the possibility of cooperation in renewable energy sectors, but a recent attempt to boost solar energy production in Algeria has not proven viable as a result of shrinking budgets in EU member states, and it is by no means clear that this Memorandum could resurrect the solar energy project. 81 Algeria's mistrust, against this background, does not seem irrational.
There are, as well, other explanations for Algeria's seemingly obstinate and self-defeating posture in the face of EU offers. A closer look at the details of the agreements that have been negotiated reveals another side of the EU-Algeria relations -namely, trade in goods -which 77 receives less attention than cooperation, and yet is particularly revealing of endemic and historically charged imbalances of power. There is, in the EU's proffered trade deals, a growing insistence on parity of trade terms that is at odds with the rhetoric of cooperation and instead cast in a neoliberal frame. The website of the Commission's DG Trade informs the public that, as of 2014, Algeria no longer benefits from the EU's Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), because its Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the EU is finally coming to fruition. 82 For countries like Algeria, whose citizens still hold vivid memories of colonial times, the ongoing transition from differential regimes to fully reciprocal FTAs could represent modernity and emancipation. There is much energy and dignity in such developments, and the tone of the DG Trade's announcement is accordingly upbeat.
83 EU trade policies vis-à-vis Algeria, however, have a less than stellar record in terms of effectiveness, and are worth exploring in some detail towards the goal of understanding why the relation between the EU and Algeria, half a century after the Evian Accords, retains structural dependence features.
Wine and the Origin of EEC-Algeria Trade
The bloodiest time in French-Algerian history -the Algerian war of independencecoincided with Algeria's entry into the EEC, not as a member state but as an integral part of France.
84 European inclusion was short-lived: as a result of the Evian Accords of 1962, Algeria was excised from the Community, and many Algerian-born persons, having enjoyed French nationality, returned to third-country national status. 85 The same happened to goods. Algerian wine, for instance, initially treated as French for custom purposes, suddenly became a thirdcountry product. This story illustrates the possibly negative externalities of EU market integration and casts EU policies towards Algeria in a less than glowing light.
The wine industry had been born on Algerian soil in the 1870s, following an epidemic of phylloxera in France. Vine farmers had relocated en masse in Algeria, carrying with them sophisticated wine-making technologies -most importantly refrigeration systems -and taking advantage of native farmers as cheap labor. Imports from Algeria ensured adequate wine supply in France in times of scarcity, but even when production resumed abundant inside the Hexagon, the Pieds Noirs kept a steady market share in France largest exporter of wine in the world. 86 For religious and political reasons, there was no consumption of wine amongst Algerians, and France was its only market. 87 The nationalization of Algerian agriculture, declared immediately after independence, led wine producers of French nationality to return home, leaving behind a thriving industry. Algeria relied for a while on a 1964 French commitment to purchase its wine -part of a larger cooperation effort in the aftermath of independence -but France, upon Italy's insistence, did not honor that deal. 88 The Algerian government also sought to maintain, at least de facto, a privileged trade regime with the Community and refused to sign a 1969 cooperation agreement that would hurt its ability to export agricultural products to the EEC. 89 But things were inexorably changing.
As soon as France lost its ability to erect protectionist barriers against other European wines, imports from Algeria lost their competitive edge. 90 An EEC Regulation designed to launch a Common Wine Policy also determined that bottles produced on the Continent could not contain wine of non-EEC origin. 91 The onset of European integration resulted in the complete demise of a once profitable stream of commerce.
This episode, by now well documented, is a dramatic illustration of the trade diverting effects of market integration in the EU. It is often the case that the enablement of free trade within a given region of the world upsets preexisting patterns of commerce in third countries. However, Algeria was no third country when European integration began, and counted on trade continuity after political independence. As time went on, it became increasingly clear that Algeria could no longer rely on privileged commercial ties to Paris, due to the Métropole's new allegiances and obligations towards the Community's Member States. In 1978, when the Cooperation Agreement entered into force, Algeria's economy suffered additional setbacks. With regard to goods, the Cooperation Agreement offered Algeria free access to the EEC market for most of its non-agricultural products, as well as some tariff concessions for its agricultural exports. At the same time, textiles and refined petroleum products from Algeria stopped benefiting from zero rate tariffs. Seasonal restrictions were also imposed upon the import of agricultural products, with "disastrous" consequences for Algerian exports. 92 The 1980s' accession of Greece, Spain, and Portugal dealt an additional blow to Algeria's chance of selling its agricultural goods competitively to EEC customers. 93 
Trade in goods today
The free trade agreement referred to by the Commission in the aforementioned web announcement is a section of the 2002 Association Agreement, which laid the groundwork for the effacement of tariffs in EU-Algeria commerce. 94 Following the blueprint of the EU's GSP, the Agreement provided for immediate non-reciprocal concessions: as soon as the Agreement became effective in 2005, the EU dropped the tariffs down to zero on most Algerian imports. 95 Algeria, by contrast, was allowed to keep in place temporary custom duties to protect national industries and was given 12 years to phase them out. This lopsided arrangement, gracious enough to require Algeria to open up to Europe with regard to services and foreign investment, was favorable to Algeria only in form. In substance, for several reasons, it was unlikely to stimulate imports. First, the EU grants free-trade privileges to an increasingly large number of countries, 96 and duty-free access to its market is now the baseline for most competitorscertainly not a coveted prize for the few. Second, some exporting countries have negotiated better terms (i.e. duty-free access for a broader range of products) than Algeria could ever receive, because Algeria does not qualify as a 'vulnerable' economy by EU standards. 97 Third, and most importantly, duty-free access only benefits those industries whose goods would be competitive in terms of both quality and price in the absence of trade barriers. Many of Algeria's products, however, are less than competitive, and are not likely to win the hearts and purses of EU consumers even if unencumbered by tariffs. As a result, the asymmetric trade concessions granted by the EU have been less helpful than anticipated.
The detailed data on EU-Algeria trade released by the Commission corroborate this sobering assessment. 98 Statistical figures track the trend of imports and exports from 2008 to 2012 -well after the entry into force of the Association Agreement -and illustrate very clearly that the EU market is notably not flooded with any of the goods that either farmers or small and medium enterprises in Algeria are likely to produce. Empirical studies show that Algerian exports to the EU in all non-hydrocarbon sectors have not experienced any significant trade sketched one particular episode -the collapse of Algerian wine trade -that illustrates both the long-term damage of colonialism and the possible negative effects of European integration on its neighborhood. In several cases, the opening of markets has not worked towards diversification, but rather against it. Wine in the 1960s, textiles in the 1980s, and most recently clean energy initiatives have provided illustrations of a recurrent pattern -one in which both local initiative and foreign investment fail to prompt diversification and rather ossify entrenched economic structures. 105 Recalling Johan Galtung's analysis, we might still discern here a "bridgehead which the center of the Center nation establishes with the center of the Periphery nation," leaving behind the latter's rural and urban poor. 106 Both the political economy of Algeria and its deals with the EU have significantly evolved over time, but the earlier setbacks of trade diversion cast long shadows on the cooperation policies implemented by the EU in recent years. The journey of Mr. Melki connects Algeria, physically and metaphorically, with the EU -a regional entity that struggles to set aside colonial history,
107 and yet at times rewrites it.
